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Abstract Since the Selective Availability was turned off,

the velocity and acceleration can be determined accurately

with a single GPS receiver using raw Doppler measure-

ments. The carrier-phase-derived Doppler measurements

are normally used to determine velocity and acceleration

when there is no direct output of the raw Doppler obser-

vations in GPS receivers. Due to GPS receiver clock drifts,

however, a GPS receiver clock jump occurs when the GPS

receiver clock resets itself (typically with 1 ms increment/

decrement) to synchronize with the GPS time. The clock

jump affects the corresponding relationship between mea-

surements and their time tags, which results in non-equi-

distant measurement sampling in time or incorrect time

tags. This in turn affects velocity and acceleration deter-

mined for a GPS receiver by the conventional method

which needs equidistant carrier phases to construct the

derived Doppler measurements. To overcome this problem,

an improved method that takes into account, GPS receiver

clock jumps are devised to generate non-equidistant-

derived Doppler observations based on non-equidistant

carrier phases. Test results for static and kinematic

receivers, which are obtained by using the conventional

method without reconstructing the equidistant continuous

carrier phases, show that receiver velocity and acceleration

suffered significantly from clock jumps. An airborne

kinematic experiment shows that the greatest impact on

velocity and acceleration reaches up to 0.2 m/s, 0.1 m/s2

for the horizontal component and 0.5 m/s, 0.25 m/s2 for the

vertical component. Therefore, it can be demonstrated that

velocity and acceleration measurements by using a

standalone GPS receiver can be immune to the influence of

GPS receiver clock jumps with the proposed method.

Keywords GPS receiver clock jump � Doppler

measurement � Velocity and acceleration determination

with a single GPS receiver

Introduction

Velocity and acceleration are important parameters to

characterize the state of motion of a body. Three-dimen-

sional velocity and acceleration information of a moving

vehicle can be quickly, inexpensively, and accurately

obtained using Global Positioning System (GPS) technol-

ogy. In general, there are two main methods of velocity and

acceleration determination for moving vehicles using GPS.

One is the position derivation method, in which case the

velocity is obtained by the first-order derivative of posi-

tions and the acceleration is calculated by the second

derivative of positions. The other is the Doppler shift

method, which obtains velocity/acceleration directly from

the Doppler/Doppler rate measurements. The accuracy of

the latter does not rely on the precision of the position, but

on the accuracy of Doppler/Doppler rate measurements.

Therefore, the Doppler shift method is a popular choice in

practice. During the times of GPS Selective Availability

(SA), errors imposed on the satellite ephemeris and clocks

had an intolerable effect on the velocity/acceleration esti-

mation with a single GPS receiver. Thus, in order to mit-

igate satellite orbit and satellite clock errors and improve

the accuracy of velocity/acceleration estimation, the dou-

ble-difference method for velocity/acceleration determi-

nation was usually adopted. However, this method is

limited in practical operation due to the requirements of
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ground reference stations. After termination of SA, a series

of in-depth analysis and experimental studies about

velocity/acceleration determination with a standalone GPS

receiver were made (Zhang et al. 2008; Wang et al. 2007;

van Graas and Soloviev 2004; Serrano et al. 2004a; Serrano

et al. 2004b), and it was concluded that velocity/accelera-

tion determined with the Doppler/Doppler rate measure-

ments from a single GPS receiver satisfies many kinematic

applications.

Velocity/acceleration could be easily obtained by using

the Doppler shift method as long as these Doppler mea-

surements exist. In practice, however, the carrier-phase-

derived Doppler measurements, rather than the raw

Doppler measurements, are commonly used to calculate the

velocity and acceleration of a GPS receiver for two rea-

sons: the first is due to the fact that not all of GPS receivers

can export the raw Doppler measurements, the second is

that the raw Doppler measurements is usually noisier than

the carrier-phase-derived Doppler measurements (Hebert

et al. 1997; Szarmes et al. 1997). The carrier-phase-derived

Doppler measurements can be constructed by differencing

carrier phase observations in the time domain and nor-

malizing them over the time interval of the differenced

observations (Serrano et al. 2004a). For this reason, the

correctness and accuracy of the carrier-phase-derived

Doppler are dependent on the carrier phase and its corre-

sponding time tag. Due to the instability of the oscillator,

the time tags of GPS measurements will drift in relation to

GPS time. In order to synchronize with GPS time, the GPS

receiver clock is reset periodically, which is denoted as

GPS receiver clock jumps. As a result, either the carrier

phase measurements are not equally time-spaced or the

time tags are incorrect (Zhang 2007). At the instant of the

clock correction, there are two main effects which are

transferred into the code and phase observables: one is the

effect on the geometric range which is common to all

measurements at the clock jump epoch taken by a single

receiver (denoted here as the common bias), and the other

is the effect on the geometric range rate which is different

for each observation because the satellite radial velocities

differ (denoted here as the individual error) (Kim and

Langley 2002). Kennedy (2003) modeled the individual

error caused by the receiver clock jump as a cycle slip and

pointed out that the carrier phase should be corrected using

the raw Doppler measurements, the time, and the magni-

tude of the clock reset when precise velocity/acceleration

was determined using the carrier-phase-derived Doppler

measurements. Zhang (2007) proposed an interpolation

method, using the consecutive carrier phase measurements

before the clock jump to obtain the corrected carrier phase

at the epoch at of clock jump. However, little research

has been focused on the influence of clock jump on the

carrier-phase-derived Doppler for velocity and acceleration

determination. In this investigation, an in-depth analysis

examined the influence of clock jumps on velocity and

acceleration determination, and by taking into account the

influence of GPS receiver clock jump, an improved method

of generating the derived Doppler observation was devised.

The new approach is compared with the routine method

which does not consider the influence of the receiver clock

jumps through static and kinematic tests. These results are

presented and analyzed.

Principle of the standalone GPS velocity

and acceleration determination

Similar to the standard point positioning method (SPP), the

Doppler shift method for the velocity and acceleration

calculation requires the GPS broadcast ephemeris and the

Doppler/Doppler rate measurements. The carrier phase

measurement relates to the receiver and satellite position as

follows (Zhang 2007; Teunissen and Kleusberg 1996):

k1u
j
mðtÞ ¼ q j

mðtÞþ c � dtmðtÞ� c � dt j t� s j
m

� �
þT j

mðtÞ� I j
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m� dRj
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m

� �
þ dr~j t � s j

m

� �� �
� r~mðtÞ þ dr~mðtÞð Þ

�� ��

ð2Þ

where m denotes the receiver, j the satellite, t the epoch

time, c the speed of light in a vacuum, k1 the wavelength of

the carrier phase, u j
m the carrier phase observation, dtm and

dtj the receiver clock and satellite clock biases, Tm
j the

tropospheric delay, Im
j the ionospheric delay, Nm

j the integer

ambiguity, um
j (0) the initial fraction of carrier phase, dM

the multipath effect on the carrier phase, dR the relativistic

effect error, em
j the noise of carrier phase measurement, and

qm
j the geometric distance between satellite position

(xs, ys, zs) at the signal emission time and GPS receiver

position (x, y, z) at the signal arrival time.

The observation equation for velocity determination can

be derived from the range rate between receiver m and

satellite j on the assumption that the observation data is

continuous as follows (Zhang 2007):

k1D j
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where a dot represents the first derivative with respect to

time, _u j
m is the Doppler measurements, r~m and _r~m represent

the receiver position and velocity vectors, r~j and _r~j rep-

resent the satellite position and velocity vectors, d_tm and

d_t j represent the GPS receiver clock drift and the satellite

clock drift, d _RSagnac is the Sagnac correction for Doppler

measurements, and _q j
m is the theoretical Doppler shift

relates to a receiver-to-satellite range-rate with relativistic

biases and the satellite orbital eccentricity. The first term in

(4) is due to the special relativity induced by the relative

motion of satellite and receiver, the second term is the

correction of the receiver potential difference from the

geoid, and the third term is the effect from the orbit

eccentricity (Zhang 2007). The symbol em
j is the receiver-

to-satellite line-of-sight unit vector, which the represents

by the direction cosine.

To simplify the observation Eq. (3), we assume all the

errors and biases can be well modeled and corrected except

the receiver clock drift. Thus, the respective terms are

neglected, giving

k1 _u j
mðtÞ ¼ e j

m � _r~
j
m þ c � d_tmðtÞ þ _e j

m ð6Þ
_r~j
m ¼ _r~j t � s j

m

� �
� _r~mðtÞ ð7Þ

The acceleration determination for a receiver using the

Doppler shift method is similar to velocity determination.

The simplified acceleration observation equation for a

receiver m and satellite j is (Zhang 2007)

k1 €u j
mðtÞ¼ ej

m � €r~jðt� s j
mÞ�€r~mðtÞ

h i
þ c �d€tmðtÞ

� c �d€t jðt� s j
mÞþ

1
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m

� �2
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j
m

� �2
	 


þ€e j
m
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In the proposed algorithm, the satellite position,

velocity, clock bias, and clock drift are obtained from

GPS broadcast ephemeris, and the receiver position is

computed by SPP. Thus, only four parameters remain

unknown in (6). These unknowns are the three vector

components of the user receiver velocity _r~j
m and the

receiver clock drift d_tmðtÞ. Based on (6), there are also only

four unknowns in (8) which are the three vector

components of the receiver acceleration €r~mðtÞ and the

rate of receiver clock drift d€tmðtÞ. Therefore, the velocity

and acceleration of the receiver can be estimated when at

least four satellites are being tracked simultaneously.

Bruton et al. (1999) made an in-depth investigation on

various methods of deriving Doppler observation from

carrier phases and concluded that velocity and acceleration

determination can be achieved with superior accuracy

using carrier-phase-derived Doppler measurements. The

latter can be derived from the low-order central difference

Taylor series approximation method under low dynamic

conditions, such as motion of ground vehicles, ships, and

airborne gravimetry users.

Thus, we construct the Doppler measurements _u j
mðtÞ and

the Doppler rate measurements €u j
mðtÞ by the first-order

central difference Taylor series approximation method. The

equations are expressed as follows:

_ut ¼
utþDt � ut�Dt

2 � Dt
and €ut ¼

_utþDt � _ut�Dt

2 � Dt
ð9Þ

where _u and €u are carrier-phase-derived Doppler and

Doppler rate measurements at epoch t, respectively, and

Dt is the time interval of the observation data.

Effect of GPS receiver clock jump on velocity

and acceleration determination

In this section, we will investigate the effect of GPS

receiver clock jumps on velocity and acceleration deter-

mination from the Doppler observations and the parameter

estimation and propose an improved method which takes

into account GPS receiver clock jumps when generating

Doppler observations to solve the clock jump problem.

Effect of the receiver clock jump on carrier phase

measurements

At the epoch of receiver clock jump, two main effects are

transferred into the carrier phase observables as illustrated

in the following equation (Kim and Langley 2002):

uðt þ sRÞ � uðtÞ þ _uðtÞ � sR � uðtÞ þ _q � sR þ c � sR

ð10Þ

where t is nominal equidistant time tag of the receiver, sR is

the clock jump (usually 1 ms), u represents the carrier

phase measurements (in units of distance), _u represents the

rate of change of carrier phase measurements with time,

c � sR is the common bias for all measurements related to

the geometric range between satellite and receiver, _q is the

geometric satellite-receiver range rate, and _q � sR is the

individual error on each observation because of the satel-

lite-receiver range rate.

In practice, there are two different schemes used by

manufacturers to implement GPS receiver clock jumps:

one is the receiver clock reset which keeps the receiver

clock time synchronized with GPS time to within 1 ms; the

other is the receiver clock steering, in which case the

receiver ‘‘steers’’ the oscillator in order to drive the clock

drift approximately to zero, and the offset is constant

within the level of noise. Table 1 illustrates the individual

error on the carrier phase caused by a receiver clock reset

of 1 ms and the receiver clock steering of one microsecond.
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It is seen that the impact of receiver clock steering on

carrier phase could be negligible because the maximum

individual error is 0.8 mm/s on L1 carrier phase (based on

the assumption that the maximum _u is 4,000 Hz), while

for the receiver clock reset the carrier phase measurements

should be biased by as much as 4 cycles, which cannot be

ignored. Therefore, we mainly focus on the receiver clock

reset. From the analysis of the 30 s sample interval data

from all IGS stations on DOY 100 in 2011, it is found that

there are generally two strategies for a receiver to handle

the 1 ms receiver clock jumps: one way is to revise the

reading time of the receiver clock by adding or subtracting

1 ms when the receiver clock bias reaches the threshold of

the GPS time synchronization (for instance, station INEG,

PLOV); the other way is to correct pseudorange and car-

rier phase measurements (for instance, station MAL2,

REKY).

Effect of common and individual errors on velocity

and acceleration estimation

While a similar procedure can be used to analyze the

impact on acceleration estimation, only velocity estimation

is investigated in this section. The error equation for the

Doppler shift method, which can be easily obtained from

the velocity determination Eq. (6) and the acceleration

determination Eq. (8), is shown as follows:

V ¼ BX � L ð11Þ

where B, L, and X are in the form of
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. ..
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and where B is a design matrix, L is a closure error vector

consisting of the difference vector between the Doppler

measurement and its nominal value calculated, and X is the

estimated parameter vector.

Suppose, L contains two types of system errors, the

common bias which denoted as DL and the individual error

denoted as dLj. Then, a new error equation can be written

in the following form:

V ¼ BX � DL� ðLþ dL jÞ ð12Þ

Since a significant linear dependency exists between the

estimated parameter c � d_tm and DL, it is impossible to solve

them separately during estimation. Thus, we combine c � d_tm

and DL into a new parameter ðc � d_tm � DLÞ. It is noted that

the common bias will not affect ½Vx VY VZ �T estimation,

while the individual error will affect the estimated

parameters, which could increase the residual for each

observation. Furthermore, acceleration estimation will also

be affected by both the carrier-phase-derived Doppler rate

measurements and the contaminated velocity results.

Generating carrier-phase-derived Doppler

measurements taking into account the receiver

clock jump

From the above analysis, it has been shown that the effect

of clock jumps on velocity and acceleration only relies on

individual error of carrier phase measurements. Therefore,

the derived Doppler measurements should be constructed

without individual error when velocity and acceleration are

determined by Doppler shift method.

Suppose, there are two consecutive and carrier phase

measurements uj(t1), uj(t2) before the clock jump occurs.

The following carrier phase is denoted as uj(t3) when there is

no clock jump at the third epoch, and t1 plus t3 is equals twice

t2 (t1 ? t3 = 2�t2). The carrier phase at the third epoch is

denoted as uj(tx) if the clock jump occurs at the third epoch,

in which case t1 plus tx is no longer equal to twice t2.

For the method of revising the reading of the receiver

clock to handle the 1 ms receiver clock jump, t3 is the

nominal time (t3 ¼ t2 þ DT ;DT is interval) if the clock

jump does not occur; tx is the reading time of the receiver

clock with taking into account the clock jump sR, which

means tx equals to t3 plus sR (tx = t3 ? sR). Therefore, a

carrier-phase-derived Doppler measurement which takes

into account a receiver clock jump is presented in the

following equation:

_u j t1

2
þ t3 þ sR

2

� �
¼ u jðt3 þ sRÞ � u jðt1Þ

ðt3 þ sRÞ � t1
ð13Þ

For the strategy of correcting pseudorange and carrier

phase measurements to handle the 1 ms receiver clock

jump, t3 is the reading time of the receiver clock time and

its corresponding carrier phase is uj(t3) if the clock jump

does not occur. Once the clock jump occurs, the carrier

phase, denoted as uj(tx), is revised by the individual error

Table 1 Carrier phase bias caused by the different magnitudes of

GPS receiver clock jumps, based on _umax ¼ 4; 000 Hz

Common

bias (cycle)

Individual

error (cycle)

Receiver clock reset (1 ms) 1,575,420 4

Receiver clock steering (1 ls) 1,575.420 0.004
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( _q � sR) and the common bias (c � sR). According to (10),

the actual corresponding time of uj(tx) is t3 plus sR

(tx = t3 ? sR), then the carrier-phase-derived Doppler

measurement can also be constructed according to (13).

In practice, the clock bias is first obtained by SPP, and

then the carrier-phase-derived Doppler measurement is

constructed using the following practical formula which

takes into account the GPS receiver clock jumps:

_u j t1

2
þ t3 � roundðdt3 � dt1Þ

2

� �

¼ u j½t3 � roundðdt3 � dt1Þ� � u jðt1Þ
ðt3 � t1Þ � roundðdt3 � dt1Þ

ð14Þ

where dti is the clock bias; round() is a rounding function

that rounds to the nearest millisecond. We assume the

threshold of 1 ms clock jump to be 0.5 ms (jðdt3 � dt1Þj �
0:5 ms). From (14), it is worth noting that the errors of the

carrier-phase-derived Doppler measurements caused by

clock jumps are dependent on the sample rate; the higher the

sampling rate of GPS data collection, the greater the impact

on the derived Doppler measurements, and therefore on

velocity and acceleration estimation. The reason for this can

be explained using the equation of carried phase derived

Doppler measurements: since the receiver clock jump is a

fixed value (e.g., 1 ms), the individual error for each satellite

is also a fixed value at the epoch of clock jump, but the

carrier-phase-derived Doppler measurements are inversely

proportional to the interval. Therefore, when the sample rate

is higher, the individual error has a more significant effect on

carried phase derived Doppler measurements, thus a greater

detrimental effect on velocity and acceleration.

Time synchronization problem between the processes

of SPP and velocity and acceleration determination

Based on the assumption made in the above Section, there

are three consecutive carrier phase measurements uj(t1),

uj(t2), and uj(t3). The receiver position, satellite position,

satellite velocity, satellite acceleration, and satellite clock

bias and drift at epoch t2 need to be solved using SPP

before velocity and acceleration is determined. If there is

no clock jump at epoch t3, the time argument of _u jðt1
2
þ t3

2
Þ

is just t2, so there is no time synchronization problem

between the SPP and the determination of velocity and

acceleration at epoch t2. If a clock jump occurs at epoch t3,

the time argument of _u jðt1
2
þ t3�roundðdt3�dt1Þ

2
Þ is no longer t2,

in which case there is time synchronization problem

between the SPP and the determination of velocity and

acceleration at epoch t2. The error of time synchronization

for a 1 ms clock jump is ± 0.5 ms, which is shown as

follows:

t1

2
þ t3 � roundðdt3 � dt1Þ

2
� t2 ¼

�roundðdt3 � dt1Þ
2

ð15Þ

To evaluate the magnitude of time synchronization

errors, satellite-related results (including satellite position,

satellite velocity, satellite acceleration, satellite clock bias,

satellite clock drift, and the direction cosine of receiver to

satellite) are calculated every 0.5 ms for PRN 01 on DOY

100, 2011, using the broadcast ephemeris as listed in

Tables 2 and 3.

For the 1 ms clock reset, the error of time synchroni-

zation is 0.5 ms. Table 2 shows that the differences of the

direction cosine, noted as (De j
x;y;z), in three vector compo-

nents between two adjacent epochs are 10-7 at most. From

the results listed in Table 3, it is found that the maximum

differences of the satellite velocity are about 0.2 mm/s, and

the differences of the satellite clock drift are within 10-18.

The error of the direction cosine leads to the error of B

which is denoted as DB, and the error of satellite velocity

and clock drift leads to the error of L which is denoted as

DL. Based on the above numerical analysis and results,

all elements of DB are within 10-7, which could be taken

as zero, and so the error of estimated parameters is

Table 2 Satellite positions and time differences of the cosine of the direction from the receiver to the satellite PRN=1 between two adjacent

epochs (DOY=100, 2011; q j
m ¼ 20; 200 km)

Time Px (m) Py (m) Pz (m) De j
x De j

y De j
z

0:00:0.0005 15,251,119.535 -4,004,113.972 21,280,278.259 – – –

0:00:0.0010 15,251,120.326 -4,004,112.862 21,280,277.910 3.916E-08 5.495E-08 -1.728E-08

0:00:0.0015 15,251,121.117 -4,004,111.753 21,280,277.561 3.916E-08 5.490E-08 -1.728E-08

0:00:0.0020 15,251,121.907 -4,004,110.644 21,280,277.212 3.911E-08 5.490E-08 -1.728E-08

0:00:0.0025 15,251,122.698 -4,004,109.534 21,280,276.863 3.916E-08 5.495E-08 -1.728E-08

0:00:0.0030 15,251,123.489 -4,004,108.425 21,280,276.514 3.916E-08 5.490E-08 -1.728E-08

0:00:0.0035 15,251,124.279 -4,004,107.316 21,280,276.165 3.911E-08 5.490E-08 -1.728E-08

0:00:0.0040 15,251,125.070 -4,004,106.206 21,280,275.816 3.916E-08 5.495E-08 -1.728E-08

0:00:0.0045 15,251,125.861 -4,004,105.097 21,280,275.467 3.916E-08 5.490E-08 -1.728E-08

0:00:0.0050 15,251,126.652 -4,004,103.988 21,280,275.118 3.916E-08 5.490E-08 -1.728E-08
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approximately equal to BTBð Þ�1
BTDLð Þ. The maximum

error of DL is 0.6 mm/s when the differences of the

satellite velocity vector and the direction cosine vector are

collinear, and thus the part BTBð Þ�1
BTDLð Þ is ignored for

mm-level velocity determination. Even for bigger jumps to

some receivers, take 5 ms for example, the time synchro-

nization error is 2.5 ms. The error De j
x;y;z is within

5 9 10-7, the maximum error of satellite velocity is

1.1 mm/s, and the error of satellite clock drift is 10-18 from

Table 2 and Table 3. The term DB could be still taken as

zero, and the maximum error of DL is about 3.3 mm/s, and

so the part BTBð Þ�1
BTDLð Þ could be not ignored for mm-

level velocity determination, but could be ignored for cm-

level velocity determination. It is noted that when the

receiver clock jump occurs at epoch t3, it is feasible to

determine the velocity of the user receiver at epoch t1
2
þ

t3�roundðdt3�dt1Þ
2

by the improved method, but other related

results (satellite/user position, satellite velocity, satellite

clock, etc.) are calculated at epoch t2.

The acceleration of a GPS receiver can be analyzed in an

analogous way to its velocity, but it should be noted that the

error in time synchronization is a quarter of the clock jump

(sR=4). From the acceleration observation Eq. (8), it is known

that the design matrix B of acceleration is the same as the one

for velocity, thus the error of time synchronization for B

could be negligible based on the above analysis. The closure

error vector L of the acceleration equation is slightly different

from that of the velocity, and it is expressed as follows:

L ¼

€u1
m � e1

m � €r~
1 þ c � d€t1 � 1

q1
m

_r~1
m

� �2

� e1
m � _r~

1
m

� �2
	 


€u2
m � e2

m � €r~
2 þ c � d€t2 � 1

q2
m

_r~2
m

� �2

� e2
m � _r~

2
m

� �2
	 


..

.

€un
m � en

m � €r~
n þ c � d€tn � 1

qn
m

_r~n
m

� �2

� en
m � _r~

n
m

� �2
	 


2

6666666664

3

7777777775

ð16Þ

From the results listed in Table 3, it is conjectured that

the differences of the satellite acceleration between two

adjacent epochs with 0.25 ms interval are within

2 9 10-5mm/s2; the differences of the satellite velocity

are less than 0.1 mm/s, and the rate of satellite clock drift is

small enough to be set to zero. For the velocity vector
_r~j
m from receiver m to satellite j, the difference of the term

_r~j
m is mainly caused by the vehicle motion when there is

0.25 ms time synchronization error, which does not exceed

0.05 m/s (the speed is assumed 200 m/s) in a low kinematic

situation. So the error of term 1

q j
m

� ½ð_r~j
mÞ

2 � ðe j
m � _r~

j
mÞ

2� could

be estimated by 2 � _r~m � sR

4
� _r~j

m

q j
m

, and the difference is within

2:5� 10�2 mm=s2.

It is noteworthy that the epoch to which the velocity and

acceleration refers using the proposed method no longer

coincides with the epoch in time at which the carrier phase

measurements were made, because when a clock jump

occurs the measurements are no longer equidistant in time,

which results—by numerical differentiation—in non-equi-

distant velocity and acceleration estimates (Fig. 1). Con-

sequently, integration of the GPS velocity and acceleration

results with other sensors, such as the inertial sensors,

should use the corrected time which takes into account the

GPS receiver clock jump.

Data tests and validation

Two GPS data sets were used in the experiments: static

data with 1 s interval and airborne kinematic data. Two

tests were conducted to evaluate the effect of clock

jumps on velocity and acceleration determination by

comparison of the proposed improved method that takes

account of clock jumps following (13) and with the

conventional method by using (9). The observations

are not corrected as cycle slips in the conventional

method.

Table 3 The velocity, acceleration, and clock drift of satellite PRN=1 (DOY=100, 2011)

Time Vx (m/s) Vy (m/s) Vz (m/s) Clock drift (10-12) Ax (mm/s2) Ay (mm/s2) Az (mm/s2)

0:00:0.0005 1,581.42862 2,218.65040 -697.85602 -3.546871409 -356.772033 199.387473 -476.163011

0:00:0.0010 1,581.42866 2,218.65031 -697.85625 -3.546871318 -356.772053 199.387445 -476.163010

0:00:0.0015 1,581.42870 2,218.65023 -697.85648 -3.546871226 -356.772074 199.387417 -476.163010

0:00:0.0020 1,581.42874 2,218.65015 -697.85671 -3.546871135 -356.772094 199.387390 -476.163008

0:00:0.0025 1,581.42878 2,218.65007 -697.85694 -3.546871043 -356.772115 199.387362 -476.163007

0:00:0.0030 1,581.42882 2,218.64998 -697.85716 -3.546870952 -356.772136 199.387334 -476.163006

0:00:0.0035 1,581.42886 2,218.64990 -697.85739 -3.546870860 -356.772156 199.387306 -476.163006

0:00:0.0040 1,581.42890 2,218.64982 -697.85762 -3.546870769 -356.772177 199.387279 -476.163005

0:00:0.0045 1,581.42894 2,218.64973 -697.85785 -3.546870677 -356.772197 199.387251 -476.163004

0:00:0.0050 1,581.42897 2,218.64965 -697.85808 -3.546870586 -356.772218 199.387223 -476.163003
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Static test with 1-s interval data

For static tests, the velocity/acceleration estimates using

the routine method and the improved method were con-

verted to North/East/Up component. The results were

compared with the zero velocity/acceleration truth to assess

the accuracy. The 1-s interval static data of station METS

occupied with an ASHTECH Z-XII3 GPS receiver on April

10, 2011 (DOY 100), as part of the IGS tracking network

was used in this experiment. For station METS, the strat-

egy of handling 1 ms clock jump is to correct the pseud-

orange measurements with both individual error and

common error, but to correct the carrier phase measure-

ments with only individual error. For reasons of clarity,

results of the first hour of velocity and acceleration esti-

mation are presented in the following figures.

Figures 2 and 3 show the results for station METS. The

three top panels of each figure depict velocity/acceleration

for the North/East/Up components, the fourth subgraph

is the precision of velocity/acceleration estimates, and

the fifth subgraph is the receiver clock bias to depict the

occurrence of clock jump. The red line represents the

results that are estimated without considering clock jumps,

while the blue dotted line represents the results taking the

account clock jumps. It can be seen that for the routine

method the velocity/acceleration estimation and precision

deteriorates at the instants of clock jumps. However, the

results with the proposed method are not affected by clock

jumps and remain smooth. In addition, these results con-

firm that the common bias has no effect on the velocity/

acceleration determination. Detailed statistical results of

the estimated velocities and accelerations are presented and

analyzed in ‘‘Statistical results’’.

Airborne kinematic test

An airborne test, with strategy of correcting pseudorange

and carrier phase measurements, was conducted to com-

pare the conventional constructed carrier-phase-derived

Fig. 1 The relationship between the epochs referred to by the velocity

and acceleration adjacent to a GPS receiver clock jump epoch. Take

P t4ð Þ for example, when the clock jump occurs at epoch time t5, the

Doppler measurements obtained by numerical differentiation for the

epoch time t4 is no longer _uðt4Þ, but it is _uðt4 þ sR=2Þ, and so the

estimated velocity is Vðt4 þ sR=2Þ. The Doppler rate measurements

for the epoch time t4 is €uðt4 þ sR=4Þ, and so the estimated acceleration

is Aðt4 þ sR=4Þ
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nents; the fourth panel depicts the precision of velocity estimates, and

the bottom panel depicts the receiver clock bias
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Doppler measurements (2 � DT) to the improved method

which takes the accounts of clock jumps following

expression (13). The airborne measurements were collected

by the Danish National Space Center (DNSC) with a

Trimble 4000SSI GPS receiver at 1 Hz sample rate. The

flight was conducted on July 5, 2003, for LIDAR mea-

surements of the sea-ice freeboard in the North Atlantic,

and the flight took off at 7:07 UTC at Hofn, Iceland, and

landed at 11:41 UTC from Stornoway, Outer Hebrides,

Scotland. The flight trajectory is depicted in Fig. 4.

Figures 5 and 6 show the precision of velocity and

acceleration estimation, and the plot of the receiver clock

bias is included to mark epochs of clock jumps. It is

shown that there are six clock jumps throughout the whole

flight. Except for the first clock jump, the remaining five

clock jumps occur during the flight. Since there are large

changes in velocity and acceleration throughout the entire

flight, for the purpose of displaying the difference in the

velocity and acceleration results between the routine

method and the improved method when the clock jump

occurs, only nineteen adjacent results are shown which

cover a period immediately before and after the occur-

rence of a clock jump. The red line represents the results

without compensating for clock jumps, while the blue

dotted line represents the results taking into account the

clock jumps. It is seen that whether the aircraft is in

moving or not, the precision of velocity and acceleration

estimation at the moment of a clock jump occurrence is

deteriorated in the routine method due to the individual

error, but the results with the new method are not affected

by the influence of clock jump. Detailed statistical results

of the velocity and acceleration estimates are presented

and analyzed in the next section.

Statistical results

The velocity and acceleration results at the instant of clock

jump occurrence were extracted and analyzed: for the static

tests, the true velocity and acceleration is zero, so velocity

and acceleration estimates were compared with zero to

calculate root mean square (RMS) as an indication of

velocity and acceleration accuracy using

RMS ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiPn

j¼1
A2

i

n

r
ð17Þ

where A stands for a velocity or acceleration result, and

i stands for North or East or Up direction.

For the kinematic tests, because of lack of true velocity

and acceleration, the results obtained by the routine method

were compared with the results obtained by the improved

method which were considered as the accurate results, and

then the differences were analyzed to evaluate the loss of

accuracy of the results with the routine method.

Tables 4 and 5 list the RMS values for velocity and

acceleration errors in North/East/Up components for all

tests. It is demonstrated that the accuracy of results with the

improved method is better than those with the routine

method for the reason that the routine method is affected by

clock jumps. Specific results are listed as follows:
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1. In the static test with 1-s sample interval, the RMS

value of velocity and acceleration results using the

improved method is about 3–4 mm/s and 0.001 m/s2

for the horizontal component and 1 cm/s and

0.0025 m/s2 for the vertical component. The RMS

value of velocity and acceleration results using the

routine method within 0.3 m/s and 0.16 m/s2 for the

horizontal component and 0.6 m/s and 0.3 m/s2 for the

vertical component;

2. In the airborne test with 1-s sample interval, the RMS

of the difference between the routine and improved

method of estimating velocity and acceleration was

0.2 m/s and 0.1 m/s2 for the horizontal component and

0.5 m/s and 0.25 m/s2 for the vertical component.
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Table 4 RMS values of velocity related to clock jump epochs for the

static and kinematic tests

Velocity (m/s) The routine method The improved method

N E U N E U

Static METS 0.275 0.301 0.622 0.003 0.004 0.010

Kinematic Air 0.191 0.217 0.478 – – –
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Conclusions

A detailed analysis of the effect of GPS receiver clock

jumps on velocity and acceleration determination with a

single GPS receiver based on carrier-phase-derived Doppler

was investigated. At the moment of the GPS receiver clock

correction, two main effects are transferred into the carrier

phase measurements, namely a common bias and an indi-

vidual error: the common bias is the clock jump or reset (the

administrative effect of moving the receiver clock 1 ms

forward or backward), and the individual error is caused by

the measurements being no longer equidistant in time (the

receiver does the measurements 1 ms too early, or too late,

and the satellites and the receiver are a dynamic system). It

has been found that the common bias has no effect on

velocity and acceleration determination using the carrier-

phase-derived Doppler measurements, while individual

error makes a great impact on it. Errors of velocity and

acceleration at or near the epoch when a GPS receiver clock

jump occurs were dependent on the sample rate: the higher

the sampling rate, the greater the impact. Thus, velocity and

acceleration measurements with a standalone GPS receiver

must take into account the effect of the GPS receiver clock

jump for practical applications. To overcome the problem

of the GPS receiver clock jumps, an improved method of

generating Doppler observation taking into account the GPS

receiver clock jumps was devised. Both static and kinematic

test results demonstrated that this method is useful to

eliminate the impact on GPS velocity and acceleration

determination of GPS receiver clock jumps. It is noteworthy

that the epoch for the corrected velocity and acceleration

using the proposed method no longer coincides with the

epoch in time at which the carrier phase measurements were

made. This is because, when a clock jump occurs the

measurements are no longer equidistant in time, and this

transfers—by numerical differentiation—in non-equidistant

velocity and acceleration estimates, and for instance as

depicted in Fig. 1, there are sR ms clock jumps at the epoch

t5 ? sR (t5 is nominal time tag), but the estimated velocity is

corresponding to the epoch t5 ? sR/2 and the estimated

acceleration is corresponding to the epoch t5 ? 3 � sR/4.

Therefore, the epochs for the velocity and acceleration

should be corrected for any clock jumps when integrated

with data from other sensors.
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